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ABSTRACT: State-of-the-art ab initio calculations of a series of
endohedral fullerenes DynSc3−nN@C80 (n = 1,2,3) are performed,
and their anisotropic magnetic properties are described from the
first principles. Contrary to general expectation that molecules of
higher nuclearity (n) exhibit better magnetic blocking properties,
we predict Dy3N@C80 to be a relatively weak single-molecule
magnet due to its frustrated ground state. This finding, relevant to
polynuclear magnetic molecules in general, demonstrates the
crucial role played by magnetic frustration in the suppression of
magnetization blocking in single-molecule magnets.

SECTION: Physical Processes in Nanomaterials and Nanostructures

Materials and devices involving anisotropic magnetic
molecules have attracted recently much attention in

view of several potential applications. These include magnetic
memory at the scale of one molecule,1−3molecular-scale
spintronic devices,4−7 and qubits on the basis of magnetic
molecules.8−11 A basic effect employed in these applications is
the property of some anisotropic metal complexes to block the
magnetic moment along the main anisotropy axis for a long
period of time. Such complexes, called single-molecule magnets
(SMMs),1 behave pretty much as magnetic nanodomains or
nanoparticles.12 Efficient SMMs are characterized by long times
of relaxation of magnetization, which is achieved in complexes
with relatively high barriers for reversal of magnetization. The
latter correspond to the energy of the excited magnetic state for
which fast magnetization reversal occurs via quantum tunneling
and/or spin−lattice relaxation. At the same time, lower-lying
excited multiplets and the ground one are “opaque”, that is,
they are characterized by much lower rates of reversal of
magnetization. In the classical SMMs, like Mn12ac and Fe8
complexes,12 the height of the barrier corresponds approx-
imately to the zero-field splitting of the ground exchange
multiplet. For metal ions with unquenched orbital momentum,
the effect of blocking of magnetization can be achieved already
in mononuclear complexes. Thus, mononuclear SMMs were
first found on the example of lanthanide (Ln) complexes
[LnPc2]

−, Ln = Tb and Dy and Pc = dianion of
phthalocyanine,13 and later also in actinide14 and first-row
transition-metal complexes.15

The barrier of reversal of magnetization corresponds in this
case to the energy of the first excited Kramers doublet (KD) on
the metal site. Due to this capacity of individual Ln ions to

block (slow down) the reversal of magnetization, the magnetic
relaxation in polynuclear Ln-based compounds, especially, in
the mixed 4f−3d ones, is more complex than that in classical
SMMs involving transition-metal ions only. For instance, it can
display a coexistence of distinct single-ion and exchange-based
blocking mechanisms.16

The single-ion blocking barrier in several Ln-based SMMs
was found to be much higher than that in classical SMMs, on
the order of several hundred wavenumbers,13,17 which sparked
broad interest for their investigation.18,19 It was found, however,
that mononuclear SMMs do not possess long relaxation times
whatever the height of their barriers. The reason is the quantum
tunneling of magnetization (QTM) in the ground doublet state
of these complexes,20,21 which is usually much larger than that
in polynuclear compounds. For this reason, the current strategy
for the design of efficient SMMs is directed toward the
synthesis of polynuclear complexes containing strongly
anisotropic metal ions. The efficiency of this approach was
recently demonstrated by the high SMM performance of
binuclear complexes of Dy3+ ions coupled by the Ising exchange
interaction22 and of Ln−radical bridged binuclear com-
plexes.23,24 For the latter, the Dy−R−Dy complex has shown
hysteresis of magnetization at a sweep rate of 0.08 T/s for
temperatures up to 8.3 K,23 while the Tb−R−Tb one is at a
sweep rate of 0.9 mT/s for temperatures up to 14 K.24 It is clear
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that judicious design of similar complexes of higher nuclearity
can push their performances up.
Despite the importance of this research goal, there is no

established strategy nowadays of building efficient SMMs from
strongly anisotropic metal ions. The blocking properties of a
series of isostructural polynuclear complexes can, for instance,
demonstrate a counterintuitive trend of increase of relaxation
time when one strongly anisotropic metal ion is replaced by a
completely isotropic one.25 Here, we concentrate on systems
involving equivalent Ln ions with equal anisotropic properties
and investigate theoretically how the blocking properties
change with the increase of nuclearity of such complexes. An
ideal object for our purposes is the series of dysprosium−
scandium endofullerenes DynSc3−nN@C80, n = 1−3, for which a
fully ab initio investigation of magnetic properties is under-
taken. We find an unexpected result that the best SMM is
obtained for n = 2, while the worst one is found for n = 3, which
is explained by the magnetic frustration in the ground state of
the latter compound. Thus, magnetic frustration is revealed to
play a crucial role in the suppression of magnetization blocking
in SMMs.
The structures of the investigated compounds DynSc3−nN@

C80 are shown in Figure 1a−c. Each of them contains an

endohedral unit DynSc3−nN having geometry close to an
equilateral triangle with the nitrogen atom in the center.
Explicitly correlated (post Hartree−Fock) ab initio calculations
of low-lying spin−orbital multiplets at individual Dy sites have
been done within the complete active space self-consistent field
approach (CASSCF)26 by using the MOLCAS-7.8 package.27

To this end, all Dy3+ ions except the investigated one have been
replaced by the closed-shell Lu3+ ions without changing the
coordinates of all other atoms of the DynSc3−nN@C80 molecule.
The details of these calculations are described in the Supporting
Information (SI), and the main results are given in Table 1.
The results in the table correspond to DFT-optimized
structures in the case of n = 128 and n = 2 (see the SI),

while for the complex with n = 3, the experimental structure has
been used.29 For the latter complex, the calculations for DFT-
optimized structures show only insignificant deviations from
the results in Table 1 (see the SI). The accuracy of the
calculated multiplets and predictions based on them can be
inferred from calculated field-dependent magnetization of the
monodysprosium complex, showing very good agreement with
experiment28 (Figure S1, SI).
The ab initio calculations show that the ground KD at each

Dy3+ center is strongly axial. This is evident from very small
values of the obtained transversal g factors (gX,gY ≈ 10−4 within
the CASSCF approximation), for which a very small tunneling
gap is expected. Thus, for a typical value of the internal field of
Hint = 20 mT, we obtain Δtun = 1/2gX,YμBHint ≈ 10−6 cm−1,
which explains why DySc2N@C80 is a SMM.28 Actually, the
tunneling window in Dy3+ complexes is enlarged considerably
by hyperfine coupling to nuclear spins,12,20 leading to
significant QTM in the absence of a bias field, which is clearly
seen from the waist-restricted magnetic hysteresis loops of this
complex.28 The evidence for strongly axial character of the
crystal field at Dy sites comes from calculated g factors for the
ground and first excited doublets along their main magnetic
axes, which are close to pure mJ = 15/2 and 13/2, respectively.
However, as Table 1 shows, the main magnetic axes exhibit
deviations from the corresponding Dy−N bonds. These
deviations are larger for Dy2ScN@C80 because the Dy−N
bonds in the Dy2ScN triangle lack the two-fold rotational
symmetry. The first excitation at Dy sites in all complexes lies
significantly higher than that in most Dy complexes investigated
so far, approaching the record values detected in terbium
bisphthalocyanine sandwich complexes30 and Dy5 pyramids.17

The reason for that is the strong contribution of the nitrogen
atom to the crystal field splitting of the atomic J = 15/2
multiplet on Dy sites of ∼1500 cm−1 on average (Table 1),
which is 2−3 times larger than that in usual Dy complexes. To
prove this, we carried out calculations for an isolated
endohedral unit [DySc2N]

6+ in its optimized geometry in the
compound with n = 1. The results in Table 1 show that the
crystal field splitting at Dy3+ is reduced by ∼30% when the
effect of the fullerene cage is removed. The contribution of the
C80 cage to the axial component of the crystal field at
dysprosium sites is expected to be similar. Table 1 also shows
that the deviations of main magnetic axes at Dy sites from the
corresponding Dy−N bonds are mainly due to the interaction
with the fullerene cage. The latter is also responsible for
significant reduction of the axiality of lowest KDs.
The magnetic properties of complexes with n = 2 and 3 are

defined also by magnetic interactions between Dy1 and Dy2
and between Dy1−Dy2, Dy2−Dy3, and Dy1−Dy3 sites,
respectively. These interactions include dipolar and exchange
coupling of ground-state magnetic moments on neighboring
sites. Given the strong axiality of ground KDs (Table 1), only
the projection of the magnetic moment along the main
magnetic axis Zi (Figure 1b) at each Dyi site, μZi

= −(1/2)gZi
SZ̃i
,

will contribute to the dipolar interaction. Here, SZ̃i
is the

projection of pseudospin Sĩ = 1/2, describing the ground KD of
the ith site,31 on the corresponding anisotropy axis. This means
that the dipolar interaction between each pair of Dy sites is of
noncollinear Ising form, Jdip

ij SZ̃i
SZ̃j
. On the other hand, the strong

axiality on Dy centers, together with high energies of local
excitations (Table 1), reduces the exchange interaction between
lowest KDs on Dy centers to the same noncollinear Ising

Figure 1. (a−c) Atomic structure of DynSc3−nN@C80 for n = 1 (a), 2
(b), and 3 (c). Legend for balls: large (indigo), Dy; second large
(green), Sc; second small (blue), N; small (gray), C. (Lower panel)
Low-lying energy levels (dashed lines) originating from the ground
KD on Dy3+ (see Table 2). The magnetic structure of the
corresponding Ising-like states is shown schematically by local
magnetic moments on Dy3+ ions aligned along corresponding Dy−
N bonds of the endohedral unit DynSc3−nN. Time reversal
components of each (exchange) doublet are shown on one horizontal
level.
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form.22,32 Then, the magnetic interaction between Dy ions is
described by

∑= + ̃̃
⟨ ⟩

J J S S( )
ij

ij ij
Z Zdip exch i j

/
(1)

where ⟨ij⟩ runs over pairs of Dy sites in the complex and the
positive directions of Zi and Zj point outward from the central
nitrogen atom.
With knowledge of the g tensor on Dy sites (Table 1), the

constants of dipolar interaction are calculated straightforwardly
(see Table 2). For the calculation of exchange-coupling
constants, we used the Lines model,33 which projects an
effective isotropic exchange model jijSi·Sj (Si = Sj = 5/2 is the
spin of the ground-state term on Dy3+) into the anisotropic
exchange interaction between the pseudospins S =̃ 1/2 of the
corresponding metal sites.22,32,34 If the latter is of noncollinear
Ising type (eq 1), the corresponding exchange parameter is

expressed via the effective one as follows:32 Jexch
ij = 25 cos φijjij,

where φij is the angle between the anisotropy axes on the
centers i and j. The effective exchange parameters have been
estimated from broken-symmetry density functional theory (BS
DFT) calculations (see the SI). To this end, we considered
isostructural compounds in which Dy ions were replaced by Gd
and derived the exchange parameters between the Gd ions.
These exchange parameters were then rescaled from the spin 7/
2 of Gd3+ to the spin 5/2 of Dy3+ and thus identified with the
effective parameters jij of the Lines model. The validity of such
scaling of effective exchange parameters is supported by a
satisfactory description of magnetism in a series of Ln dimers34

(see the SI). The resulting exchange parameters for different
dysprosium pairs are shown in Table 2. One can notice
relatively large values of Jexch as compared to other Dy
complexes,22,34 which even exceed in the present case the
usually dominant dipolar coupling. This is explained by a
relatively strong Dy−N bond, which was also the reason for the
large crystal field splitting on Dy sites.
The resulting spectrum positions of exchange states are given

in Table 2, and their magnetic structures are given in the lower
panel of Figure 1. Despite the fact that Dy2ScN@C80 is a non-
Kramers complex, both of its exchange doublets appear to be
degenerate at a high degree of accuracy. This is because the
tunneling between the two magnetic configurations of the
ground state (Figure 1) entrains simultaneous reversal of
magnetic moments on both Dy centers, each of which is hardly
achieved due to a very small transversal magnetic moment, as
discussed above. For the same reason, the coupling between the
two components of the ground exchange doublet via nuclear
spins will be suppressed. Therefore, in contrast to the
monodysprosium complex,28 the hyperfine coupling is not
expected to contribute efficiently to the opening of the
tunneling window. Hence, the didysprosium complex is
predicted to be a SMM with a long relaxation time and large
magnetic remanence for temperatures significantly lower than
the exchange splitting (∼8 cm−1; Table 2). Suppressed QTM in
the ground exchange state means that activated relaxation

Table 1. Energies of the Low-Lying KDs (cm−1), g Tensors and Angles between the Main Anisotropy Axes and Dy−N Direction
in DynSc3 −nN@C80

DySc2N
6− DySc2N@C80 Dy2ScN@C80 Dy3N@C80

KD Dy Dy Dy1 Dy2 Dy1 Dy2 Dy3

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 327 415 507 393 555 569 610
3 594 747 812 777 852 879 923
4 778 1002 1018 1074 1018 1083 1088
5 864 1158 1161 1230 1145 1206 1221
6 933 1256 1282 1303 1287 1332 1364
7 1031 1334 1380 1382 1373 1458 1468
8 1135 1465 1518 1514 1511 1533 1613

g tensor of the ground and first excited KDs

1 gX 5.2 × 10−7 8.3 × 10−5 3.3 × 10−4 8.3 × 10−5 2.3 × 10−4 1.4 × 10−4 1.7 × 10−4

gY 6.4 × 10−7 1.1 × 10−4 4.3 × 10−4 1.1 × 10−4 3.3 × 10−4 2.5 × 10−4 2.4 × 10−4

gZ 19.89 19.86 19.88 19.84 19.88 19.87 19.87
gX 1.4 × 10−4 2.7 × 10−3 1.8 × 10−2 1.5 × 10−3 2.4 × 10−2 1.1 × 10−2 1.4 × 10−2

2 gY 1.6 × 10−4 2.9 × 10−3 2.2 × 10−2 1.7 × 10−3 2.6 × 10−2 1.2 × 10−2 1.6 × 10−2

gZ 17.05 17.10 17.03 17.03 16.96 17.04 16.90
Angle between the main magnetic axis of the Kramers doublet gZ and the corresponding Dy−N axis (degrees)

1 0.1 1.9 2.2 4.1 1.3 0.6 1.5
2 0.1 7.4 5.8 0.5 2.5 8.4 1.3

Table 2. Magnetic Interactions and Low-Lying Exchange
Spectrum Positions (cm−1) in Didysprosium and
Tridysprosium Complexes

interaction
Dy2ScN@

C80 Dy3N@C80

Jdip Dy1−Dy2 6.4 6.7
Dy1−Dy3 6.8
Dy2−Dy3 7.0

Jexch Dy1−Dy2 10.8 12.2
Dy1−Dy3 12.1
Dy2−Dy3 14.0

exchange spectrum arising from 0.000000 0.000000
the ground KDs on Dy ions 0.000000 0.000000

8.375903 0.033711
8.375903 0.033711

1.004686
1.004686
19.423231
19.423231
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dynamics with the barrier corresponding to the first excited
exchange state is expected for temperatures of several Kelvin.
Therefore, two activated relaxation processes are expected in
this complex, a high-temperature one related to relaxation via
excited states on the individual Dy ions (the height of the
barriers corresponds to the lowest excitations on Dy1 and Dy2;
Table 1) and the low-temperature one related to surmounting
the exchange barrier. The coexistence of two activation
relaxation processes was observed in Co2Dy2 due to a relatively
large Co−Dy exchange interaction,16 and here, it is expected to
be detected due to the remarkably high Dy−Dy magnetic
interaction.
In Dy3N@C80, the exchange splitting is roughly twice larger

than that in the previous complex because each Dy has an Ising
exchange interaction with two neighboring sites. The
ferromagnetic dipolar and exchange coupling between Dy
centers (Table 2) leads to the stabilization of three exchange
KDs with the highest possible total magnetic moment (≈20μB),
approximately twice the moment of one Dy3+. The
corresponding magnetic configurations are shown in the
lower panel of Figure 1. The relatively small splitting of these
three low-lying exchange doublets, not exceeding 1 cm−1,
results mainly from slightly different values of the total
magnetic interaction (Jdip + Jexch) obtained for the Dy2−Dy3
pair compared to the other two interacting pairs (Table 2).
However, for magnetic measurements performed at usual
temperatures (2−10 K), all three low-lying KDs are equally
populated and therefore can be considered degenerate. The
second factor underlying the obtained small splitting of the
three exchange levels is the interaction of (almost) net Ising
type between Dy sites. The quasidegeneracy of three exchange
multiplets in the ground state gives rise to magnetic frustration
in the complex, which is however quite different from the case
of isotropic spins 1/2 (for isotropic spins in the corners of an
equilateral triangle, the ferromagnetic exchange interaction
results in two degenerate exchange doublets in the ground
state). Importantly, each magnetic configuration from the
ground manifold is connected with other two by a single flip of
the magnetic moment on one of the Dy sites (Figure 2).
Hence, magnetic relaxation in each such configuration will be
similar to that of the monodysprosium complex. Actually, the
relaxation in Dy3N@C80 is expected to be faster than that in the
latter complex due to the twice higher magnetic moment in the
ground state, which is the source of the larger oscillating
magnetic field in the paramagnetic phase of the crystal, causing
ultimately higher QTM rates. We would like to emphasize that
such behavior is entirely due to high quasidegeneracy of the
ground state, which, in its turn, arises from frustration.
In summary, the ab initio investigation of three dysprosium−

scandium−nitrogen-based endofullerenes DynSc3−nN@C80 pre-
dicts an irregular change of their magnetic blocking properties
with the nuclearity n. Contrary to general expectations, the best
SMM turns out to be not the tridysprosium complex but the
didysprosium one. The latter has efficiently blocked QTM at
low temperature because reversal of magnetization in its ground
state requires simultaneous flip of magnetic moments on both
Dy sites. On the contrary, Dy3N@C80 is expected to be the
weakest SMM from the series because of its frustrated ground
state allowing the QTM to proceed via reversal of the magnetic
moment on one single Dy ion. Thus, magnetic frustration is
revealed to play a crucial role in the suppression of
magnetization blocking in SMMs. This finding has broad
implications for the design of efficient polynuclear SMMs on

the basis of strongly anisotropic metal ions. It implies, for
instance, that even if one manages to avoid frustration in the
ground state of such complexes, the frustration of excited states
will most probably be a crucial limiting factor setting the height
of the barrier significantly lower than the total exchange
splitting.
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